2018 BEST PLOT AWARD WINNERS (with judges’ comments)

Best Full Plot

1st Plot 83 Liz and Gray Rigge
Very well organised, beautifully maintained and productive plot; best example of complete and detailed plant labelling; a good variety of quality produce.

2nd= Plot 3 Vivienne Kemsley
Nicely laid out, very well maintained plot with a good variety of fruit vegetables and flowers.

2nd= Plot 4 Carol Ager
Beautifully maintained with great attention to detail; a good mix of fruit, veg and flowers.

3rd= Plot 30 David & Jenny Gilbert
Well laid out and maintained with healthy growth of quality crops; looks loved.

3rd= Plot D Jon Tarlton
Attractive plot, well laid out with a good variety of quality crops.

Best Half Plot

1st Plot 67b Mary Downham
Very attractive, neat and well maintained plot; good variety of quality crops and lovely flowers around the outside for pollinators.

2nd Plot 153f David & Pamela Boyd
Well engineered, very tidy and well organised plot with good quality crops.

3rd Plot 194b
Productive plot with good use of space and healthy crops.

Best Newcomer

1st Plot 200 Robert McIntyre
Amazing progress in such a short time; soil well prepared with several rows of planting of good quality crops.

2nd Plot 174 Zoe Ellis & Richard Milligate
Quite tidy and good progress in a short space of time from what it was; much cleared with some planting.